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Skellig Michael, also known as Great Skellig, is a steep rocky island in the Atlantic Ocean about Clovis I â€”
Clovis or Chlodowech was the first King of the Franks to unite all the Frankish tribes under one ruler,
changing the leadership from a group of royal chieftains, to rule by kings, ensuring that the kingship was held
by his heirs. Charles Martel, also known as Charles the Hammer, was a Frankish military and political leader,
who served as Mayor of the Palace under the Merovingian kings and ruled de facto during an interregnum at
the end of his life, using the title Duke and Prince of the Franks. Norse colonization of the Americas â€” The
Norse colonization of the Americas began as early as the 10th century, when Norse sailors explored and
settled areas of the North Atlantic, including the northeastern fringes of North America. High Middle Ages
Holy Roman Empire in Germany and central Europe, established in survives until Feudalism â€” Feudalism
was a set of legal and military customs in medieval Europe that flourished between the 9th and 15th centuries,
which, broadly defined, was a system for structuring society around relationships derived from the holding of
land in exchange for service or labour. Crusades â€” The Crusades were a series of religious expeditionary
wars blessed by the Pope and the Catholic Church, with the stated goal of restoring Christian access to the
holy places in and near Jerusalem. Some of these institutions continued into modern times. Scholasticism â€”
Scholasticism is a method of critical thought which dominated teaching by the academics of medieval
universities in Europe from about â€”, and a program of employing that method in articulating and defending
orthodoxy in an increasingly pluralistic context. Magna Carta â€” Magna Carta, also called Magna Carta
Libertatum, is an English charter, originally issued in the year and reissued later in the 13th century in
modified versions. University â€” A university is an institution of higher education and research which grants
academic degrees in a variety of subjects and provides both undergraduate education and postgraduate
education. Hundred Years War â€” An extremely protracted conflict between England and France lasting from
to Middle class â€” The middle class is a class of people in the middle of a societal hierarchy, also known as
bourgeoisie, or burghers. Renaissance and reformation[ edit ] Main article: Renaissance Italian Renaissance
â€” The Italian Renaissance was the earliest manifestation of the general European Renaissance, a period of
great cultural change and achievement that began in Italy around the end of the 13th century and lasted until
the 16th century, marking the transition between Medieval and Early Modern Europe. Romanesque
architecture â€” Romanesque architecture is an architectural style of Medieval Europe characterized by
semi-circular arches. Johannes Gutenberg â€” Johannes Gensfleisch zur Laden zum Gutenberg was a German
blacksmith, goldsmith, printer, and publisher who introduced printing to Europe. Vasco da Gama â€” Vasco
da Gama, 1st Count of Vidigueira, was a Portuguese explorer, one of the most successful in the Age of
Discovery and the commander of the first ships to sail directly from Europe to India. Nicolaus Copernicus â€”
Nicolaus Copernicus was a Renaissance astronomer and the first person to formulate a comprehensive
heliocentric cosmology which displaced the Earth from the center of the universe. Protestant Reformation
Protestantism â€” a denomination of Christianity formed by Martin Luther , which split from Catholicism in
the early 16th Century, causing much conflict and strife. Reformation â€” a term referring to the process by
which Protestantism emerged and gained supporters. Counter Reformation â€” the backlash to the
Reformation by Catholicism , resulting in a great deal of fighting, most notably the 30 Years War. Rise of
Western empires: Mercantilism â€” Mercantilism is the economic doctrine in which government control of
foreign trade is of paramount importance for ensuring the prosperity and military security of the state. Age of
Enlightenment â€” The period during which superstitions were rejected in favor of science and logic ,
typically thought of as the dawn of modern science. French Revolution â€” The French Revolution, was a
period of radical social and political upheaval in France that had a major impact on France and indeed all of
Europe. French invasion of Russia â€” A disastrous military campaign in which Napoleon , with his armies,
attempted to seize Russia. Instead of fighting conventionally, Russian forces merely retreated, taking all of the
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food with them, resulting in Napoleon reaching Moscow but his armies dying of hunger. Constitutional
monarchy â€” Constitutional monarchy is a form of government in which a monarch acts as head of state
within the parameters of a constitution, whether it be a written, uncodified, or blended constitution.
Abolitionism â€” Abolitionism is a movement to end slavery. Canada â€” Canada is a North American
country consisting of ten provinces and three territories. Confederate States of America â€” The Confederate
States of America was a government set up from to by eleven Southern slave states that had declared their
secession from the United States. Fall of the Spanish Empire: North German Confederation â€” The North
German Confederation was a federation of 22 independent states of northern Germany, with nearly 30 million
inhabitants. Periodic table â€” The periodic table is a tabular display of the chemical elements, organized on
the basis of their properties. Neoclassicism â€” Neoclassicism is the name given to Western Cultural
movements in the decorative and visual arts, literature, theatre, music, and architecture that draw inspiration
from the "classical" art and culture of Ancient Greece or Ancient Rome. Impressionism â€” Impressionism
was a 19th-century art movement that originated with a group of Paris-based artists whose independent art
exhibition exhibitions brought them to prominence during the s and s in spite of harsh opposition from the art
community in France. Russo-Turkish War â€” â€” A short lived conflict over several territories in the
Caucasus , most notably Armenia , in reaction to a Turkish massacre of Armenians. Antarctica â€” The last
continent to be discovered, and the outlet for much Imperial ambition, until it was realised that the remoteness
of the continent made a settlement impossible. Great powers and the First World War: After several years of
this, a backlash reversed many of these reforms. Jim Crow laws enforcing racial segregation in the U.
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This course examines the rise of modern civilizations, primarily in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and Asia.
While the focus will be on the increasingly dominant forcessocial, political, intellectual, and
economicemerging from the West, the interplay of these forces in various global arenas is also explored in
detail. Particular attention will be given to Asia, especially the emerging "modern" national entities today
known as India, China, and Japan. Readings will complement lectures in the attempt to provide this balanced
perspective. While brief lectures will highlight the main themes covered in the readings, students are expected
to read assigned texts carefully and be prepared to discuss them in class. Student participation in the form of
attendance expected, especially in summer school and discussion is an integral part of this course. The course
seeks to provide for undergraduates a better understanding of the so-called "modern" or now, increasingly,
"post-modern" world in which we live, and the challenges that we face in the near future. Adler, World
Civilizations, Third Edition: Final grades for the course will be based on three exams July 2; July 16; July
The exams will be predominantly essay, though there will most likely be some "objective" questions, such as
map identifications, true-false, and perhaps multiple choice. Attendance is expected, and as such is not the
source of the "participation" grade, though it is assumed that students will be present for each class. The
instructor should be notified in advance, if possible, of any absences. Students requesting accommodations
based on a covered disability must go to the Department for Disability Support Services, located in Brewster
A, to verify the disability before any accommodations can occur. The telephone number is Introduction to the
Course, Adler ch. A Larger World Opens June The Protestant Reformation June European States and
Empires June China and Japan June Spence, Emperor of China July 1: First Exam July 6: The Scientific
Revolution and the Enlightenment July 7: The French Revolution and Napoleon July 8: Industrialization and
Ideological Changes July 9: East Asian in Revolution July World War II July Review for Exam July Second
Exam July Cultural Changes in the 20th Century July India and China July The New Asia, Continued:
Africa and Modernity July The Collapse of Communism July Terrorism and the New Millenium July
Review for the final July
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Since , 8th Edition, 1 term, 6 months by Philip J. Delivered to Your Email Instantly!. Once your payment has
been received, I will email you the Access Code. Remember add a note with your email address!!! Please
check the ISBN that your instructor provided. If the ISBN does not match this product or its Printed Access
Card equivalent this may not be the correct product. In some cases, you may also require a course code from
your Instructor. Since , 8th Edition, helps you learn on your terms. Take advantage of the MindTap Mobile
App to learn on your terms. Read or listen to textbooks and study with the aid of instructor notifications,
flashcards, and practice quizzes. Track your scores and stay motivated toward your goals. And the MindTap
Green Dot will charge your confidence along the way. No one knows what works for you better than you.
Highlight key text, add notes, and create custom flashcards. Please be aware that the product you are
purchasing is usable only if assigned by your instructor. If your instructor has not assigned this product, you
should not continue with your purchase. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Shipping and
handling This item will ship to Germany, but the seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the selleropens in a new window or tab and request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be
calculated. Please enter a valid postal code. Miami, Florida, United States Shipping to: Worldwide There are 1
items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Select a valid country.
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Muslim conquests Europe in While the Roman Empire and Christian religion survived in an increasingly
Hellenised form in the Byzantine Empire centered at Constantinople in the East, Western civilization suffered
a collapse of literacy and organization following the fall of Rome in AD Gradually however, the Christian
religion re-asserted its influence over Western Europe. The Book of Kells. Danish seamen, painted midth
century. The Viking Age saw Norseman explore, raid, conquer and trade through wide areas of the West.
After the Fall of Rome , the papacy served as a source of authority and continuity. In the absence of a magister
militum living in Rome, even the control of military matters fell to the pope. Gregory the Great c â€”
administered the church with strict reform. A trained Roman lawyer and administrator, and a monk, he
represents the shift from the classical to the medieval outlook and was a father of many of the structures of the
later Roman Catholic Church. According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, he looked upon Church and State as
co-operating to form a united whole, which acted in two distinct spheres, ecclesiastical and secular, but by the
time of his death, the papacy was the great power in Italy: From this time forth the varied populations of Italy
looked to the pope for guidance, and Rome as the papal capital continued to be the center of the Christian
world. Roman legions had never conquered Ireland, and as the Western Roman Empire collapsed, Christianity
managed to survive there. Monks sought out refuge at the far fringes of the known world: Disciplined
scholarship carried on in isolated outposts like Skellig Michael in Ireland, where literate monks became some
of the last preservers in Western Europe of the poetic and philosophical works of Western antiquity. Later in
the 6th century, the Byzantine Empire restored its rule in much of Italy and Spain. Missionaries sent from
Ireland by the Pope helped to convert England to Christianity in the 6th century as well, restoring that faith as
the dominant in Western Europe. Working as a trader he encountered the ideas of Christianity and Judaism on
the fringes of the Byzantine Empire, and around began preaching of a new monotheistic religion, Islam , and
in became the civil and spiritual leader of Medina , soon after conquering Mecca in By the early 8th century,
Iberia and Sicily had fallen to the Muslims. By the 9th century, Malta , Cyprus , and Crete had fallen â€” and
for a time the region of Septimania. From this time, the "West" became synonymous with Christendom , the
territory ruled by Christian powers, as Oriental Christianity fell to dhimmi status under the Muslim Caliphates.
The cause to liberate the " Holy Land " remained a major focus throughout medieval history, fueling many
consecutive crusades , only the first of which was successful although it resulted in many atrocities, in Europe
as well as elsewhere. Charlemagne "Charles the Great" in English became king of the Franks. Under his rule,
his subjects in non-Christian lands like Germany converted to Christianity. Starting in the late 8th century, the
Vikings began seaborne attacks on the towns and villages of Europe. Eventually, they turned from raiding to
conquest, and conquered Ireland, most of England, and northern France Normandy. These conquests were not
long-lasting, however. In Alfred the Great drove the Vikings out of England, which he united under his rule,
and Viking rule in Ireland ended as well. In Normandy the Vikings adopted French culture and language,
became Christians and were absorbed into the native population. By the beginning of the 11th century
Scandinavia was divided into three kingdoms, Norway , Sweden , and Denmark , all of which were Christian
and part of Western civilization. Norse explorers reached Iceland , Greenland , and even North America,
however only Iceland was permanently settled by the Norse. A period of warm temperatures from around
enabled the establishment of a Norse outpost in Greenland in , which survived for some years as the most
westerly oupost of Christendom. From here, Norseman attempted their short-lived European colony in North
America , five centuries before Columbus. They eventually settled in what is today Hungary , converted to
Christianity and became the ancestors of the Hungarian people. A West Slavic people, the Poles , formed a
unified state by the 10th century and having adopted Christianity also in the 10th century [14] [15] but with
pagan rising in the 11th century. By the start of the second millennium AD, the West had become divided
linguistically into three major groups. The Romance languages , based on Latin , the language of the Romans,
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the Germanic languages , and the Celtic languages. Sacking of Suzdal by Batu Khan From the medieval
Russian annals. From , he wrote: Men of intelligence usually joined religious orders and those of intellectual,
administrative or diplomatic skill could advance beyond the usual restraints of society â€” leading churchmen
from faraway lands were accepted in local bishoprics, linking European thought across wide distances.
Complexes like the Abbey of Cluny became vibrant centres with dependencies spread throughout Europe.
Ordinary people also treked vast distances on pilgrimages to express their piety and pray at the site of holy
relics. Monumental abbeys and cathedrals were constructed and decorated with sculptures, hangings, mosaics
and works belonging one of the greatest epochs of art and providing stark contrast to the monotonous and
cramped conditions of ordinary living. Abbot Suger of the Abbey of St. Denis is considered an influential
early patron of Gothic architecture and believed that love of beauty brought people closer to God: Clark calls
this "the intellectual background of all the sublime works of art of the next century and in fact has remained
the basis of our belief of the value of art until today". At the top of society was the monarch , who gave land to
nobles in exchange for loyalty. The nobles gave land to vassals , who served as knights to defend their
monarch or noble. Under the vassals were the peasants or serfs. The feudal system thrived as long as peasants
needed protection by the nobility from invasions originating inside and outside of Europe. So as the 11th
century progressed, the feudal system declined along with the threat of invasion. The Abbey of St. Abbot
Suger of this Abbey was an early patron of the extraordinary artistic achievements of the epoch. Barons forced
King John of England to sign the Magna Carta laying early foundations for the evolution of constitutional
monarchy. Saint Thomas Aquinas was one of the most influential scholars of the Medieval period. In , after
centuries of strained relations, the Great Schism occurred over differences in doctrine, splitting the Christian
world between the Catholic Church , centered in Rome and dominant in the West, and the Orthodox Church ,
centered in Constantinople , capital of the Byzantine Empire. The last pagan land in Europe was converted to
Christianity with the conversion of the Baltic peoples in the High Middle Ages , bringing them into Western
civilization as well. As the Medieval period progressed, the aristocratic military ideal of Chivalry and
institution of knighthood based around courtesy and service to others became culturally important. Large
Gothic cathedrals of extraordinary artistic and architectural intricacy were constructed throughout Europe,
including Canterbury Cathedral in England, Cologne Cathedral in Germany and Chartres Cathedral in France
called the "epitome of the first great awakening in European civilisation" by Kenneth Clark [11]. As the
Church grew more powerful and wealthy, many sought reform. The Dominican and Franciscan Orders were
founded, which emphasized poverty and spirituality. Women were in many respects excluded from political
and mercantile life, however, leading churchwomen were an exception. Medieval abbesses and female
superiors of monastic houses were powerful figures whose influence could rival that of male bishops and
abbots: The Crusades were originally launched in response to a call from the Byzantine Emperor for help to
fight the expansion of the Turks into Anatolia. The First Crusade succeeded in its task, but at a serious cost on
the home front , and the crusaders established rule over the Holy Land. However, Muslim forces reconquered
the land by the 13th century, and subsequent crusades were not very successful. The specific crusades to
restore Christian control of the Holy Land were fought over a period of nearly years, between and Other
campaigns in Spain and Portugal the Reconquista , and Northern Crusades continued into the 15th century.
The Crusades had major far-reaching political, economic, and social impacts on Europe. They further served
to alienate Eastern and Western Christendom from each other and ultimately failed to prevent the march of the
Turks into Europe through the Balkans and the Caucasus. Cathedral schools began in the Early Middle Ages
as centers of advanced education, some of them ultimately evolving into medieval universities. The medieval
universities of Western Christendom were well-integrated across all of Western Europe, encouraged freedom
of enquiry and produced a great variety of fine scholars and natural philosophers, including Robert Grosseteste
of the University of Oxford , an early expositor of a systematic method of scientific experimentation; [17] and
Saint Albert the Great , a pioneer of biological field research [18] The Italian University of Bologna is
considered the oldest continually operating university. Philosophy in the High Middle Ages focused on
religious topics. However, in the 12th century the works of Aristotle were reintroduced to the West, which
resulted in a new school of inquiry known as scholasticism , which emphasized scientific observation. The
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Summa Theologica by Aquinas was one of the most influential documents in medieval philosophy and
Thomism continues to be studied today in philosophy classes. Theologian Peter Abelard wrote in "I must
understand in order that I may believe They played a major political, military, and cultural role in medieval
Europe and even the Near East. They were famed for their martial spirit and Christian piety. They quickly
adopted the Romance language of the land they settled off, their dialect becoming known as Norman , an
important literary language. The Duchy of Normandy , which they formed by treaty with the French crown,
was one of the great large fiefs of medieval France. The Normans are famed both for their culture, such as
their unique Romanesque architecture , and their musical traditions, as well as for their military
accomplishments and innovations. Norman adventurers established a kingdom in Sicily and southern Italy by
conquest, and a Norman expedition on behalf of their duke led to the Norman Conquest of England. Relations
between the major powers in Western society: If a monarch attempted to challenge church power,
condemnation from the church could mean a total loss of support among the nobles, peasants, and other
monarchs. Holy Roman Emperor Henry IV , one of the most powerful men of the 11th century, stood three
days bare-headed in the snow at Canossa in , in order to reverse his excommunication by Pope Gregory VII.
As monarchies centralized their power as the Middle Ages progressed, nobles tried to maintain their own
authority. His realm stretched through Southern Italy, through Germany and in , he crowned himself King of
Jerusalem. His reign saw tension and rivalry with the Papacy over control of Northern Italy. Plantagenet kings
first ruled the Kingdom of England in the 12th century. Henry V left his mark with a famous victory against
larger numbers at the Battle of Agincourt , while Richard the Lionheart , who had earlier distinguished himself
in the Third Crusade , was later romanticised as an iconic figure in English folklore. A distinctive English
culture emerged under the Plantagenets, encouraged by some of the monarchs who were patrons of the "father
of English poetry", Geoffrey Chaucer. The Gothic architecture style was popular during the time, with
buildings such as Westminster Abbey remodelled in that style. The Charter required the King to proclaim
certain liberties, and accept that his will was not arbitrary â€” for example by explicitly accepting that no
"freeman" non-serf could be punished except through the law of the land , a right which is still in existence
today. Political institutions such as the Parliament of England and the Model Parliament originate from the
Plantagenet period, as do educational institutions including the universities of Cambridge and Oxford. From
the 12th century onward inventiveness had re-asserted itself outside of the Viking north and the Islamic south
of Europe. Universities flourished, mining of coal commenced, and crucial technological advances such as the
lock , which enabled sail ships to reach the thriving Belgian city of Bruges via canals, and the deep sea ship
guided by magnetic compass and rudder were invented. Famines increased and in serious famine gripped
Ypres. In , the last of the Greenland Norseman abandoned their colony to the ice.
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